### Sunday 31 May
- **16:00** Rm 701B | WEEKEND EDUCATIONAL COURSE: Body MRI: Optimize Your Clinical Practice
- **16:30-17:30** Power Pitch Theatre, Exhibition Hall

### Monday 01 June
- **07:07** 11:09 | John Bassett Theatre 102
- **16:30-17:30** Power Pitch Theatre, Exhibition Hall

### Tuesday 02 June
- **07:32** Rm 714 A/B | SUNRISE EDUCATIONAL COURSE: Fast Cardiac Imaging Compressed Sensing - Reza Nezafat.
- **10:00** Rm 718A | WEEKDAY EDUCATIONAL COURSE: MRI in the Emergency Room - Rapid MRI Protocols & Acquisitions for Emergency Patients. Martin P. Smith
- **05:39** 10:00 [Oral] Power Pitch Theatre + Plasma 11, Exhibition Hall

### Wednesday 03 June
- **07:13** 16:24 Rm 716 A/B | MYOCARDIAL TISSUE CHARACTERIZATION - Relaxometry & Diffusion Effect of the Number of Echoes and Reconstruction Model on the Precision and Reproducibility of T2 Measurements in Myocardial T2 Mapping. Tamer Basha*, Mehmet Açıkgöz, Sébastien Roujol, Reza Nezafat.

### Thursday 04 June
- **08:22** 11:06 | John Bassett Theatre 102
- **08:27** | Dynamic 3D ASL in 20 Seconds Per Frame with Model-Based Image Reconstruction. Li Zhao*, Samuel Fielden, Xue Feng, Max Wintermark, John Mugler, Josef Pfeuffer, Craig Meyer. *summa cum laude
- **09:04** 13:54 John Bassett Theatre 102

### Friday 05 June
- **08:00-10:00** Rm 701B | MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER: Moderator: David C. Alsop Application of a Dipolar Model to Inhomogeneous Magnetization Transfer (IHMT). Gopal Varma*, Olivier M. Girard, Valentin Prévost, Aaron K. Grant, Guillaume Duhamel, David C. Alsop. *summa cum laude

### POWER PITCH POSTERS
- **0148** 08:00-10:00 Rm 701B
- **0274** 13:00-15:00 Rm 716 A/B
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